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QUALITY PRODUCTS

EXPERT SOLUTIONS

STITCHING SERVICES
At Fasnap Corp., we offer a wide variety of sewing/
stitching services tailored for your specific needs.
Whether it’s manufacturing boxed stitched webbing
and/or hook & loop tape for extra reinforcement or
straight stitched pre-cut webbing with a snap hook
we have you covered. We understand the value
our production services that benefit your company’s
ROI.

TM

WEBBING

HOOK & LOOP

Fasnap’s polypropylene webbing along
with our extensive plastic and metal
hardware lines provide versatility for
many applications.

MATERIAL • POLYPROPYLENE
SAMPLE

Please note that all colors may vary slightly
from swatch samples shown.

COLORS
COLUMBIAN
BLUE

SAMPLE

Please note that all
colors may vary slightly
from swatch samples
shown.

COLORS

DARK GRAY
HOOK

DARK GRAY
LOOP

NAVY
LIGHT GRAY
HOOK

Combined, Fasnap’s production staff has 62+ years
experience... that translates into an assurance of
quality that directly affects your bottom line.

PACIFIC BLUE

ROYAL

Depending on your needs, Fasnap has a variety of
webbing and FasGrip® hook & loop tape materials
in stock. We carry lightweight and heavyweight
polypropylene, polyester, and nylon webbing.
Polypropylene webbing is available in 21 colors.
and 1, 11/2, and 2 inch widths. Eleven different hook
& loop colors in widths between 5/8 and 4 inches.

BROWN

BURGUNDY

LIGHT GRAY
LOOP

NAVY HOOK

NAVY LOOP

CONCORD
BEIGE HOOK
ATHLETIC
GOLD

We can accommodate your specifications based
on factors including cost, durability, strength,
etc. Eight industrial sewing machines capable of
stitching straight, button hole, and box stitching
are maintained and ready for your purchase order.
Fasnap has access to a wide array of thread colors
for sewing assembled straps.

BEIGE LOOP
CADET GRAY

CHARCOAL
GRAY

YELLOW HOOK

LIGHT GRAY

YELLOW LOOP

FOREST GREEN

Please note that we also have other “tape like”
products that include Fasnap brand Snap Tape,
aggressive high sheer FasGrip® hook & loop, solo
tape, Fastape, shock cord, elastic and more.

BLOOD RED
HOOK

KELLY GREEN
BLOOD RED
LOOP
TEAL GREEN

LINEN

NATURAL

ORANGE

MILITARY
GREEN HOOK

MILITARY
GREEN LOOP

ROYAL BLUE
HOOK

RED
ROYAL BLUE
LOOP
SILVER
COFFEE
BROWN HOOK
TAN

YELLOW
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SOUTHWEST

COFFEE
BROWN LOOP

Fasnap stocks a extensive line
of plastic and metal hardware
items designed specifically
for webbing and hook & loop
sewn assemblies. Call today
and ask for a Fasnap Full Line
Catalog to reference hundreds
of components. All literature can
also be downloaded from our
website brochures tab on the
home page.
.

FasGrip® brand mushroom aggressive hook
is recommended for applications requiring
very high shear and peel strength with limited
cycle life.

FasGrip® hook and loop solo tape is a
hook and loop wrap system, with hook
on one side and loop on the other. Ideal
for medical devices, appliance cords and
much more.
FasTape is a single component hook and
loop fastener, with hook and loop on the
same side. An easy-to-use alternative
to conventional strapping systems and
other applications.

Fasnap® snap tape saves you time and
guarantees uniform spacing even if the
opposing fasteners are attached in different
facilities. For convenience, snap tape can be
customized based on snap size, finish, and
cut webbing length and is available in fireretardant material. The spacing between the
snaps is also customizable.

VISIT FASNAP.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION
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TM

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Our sewing capabilities include
a wide range of stitching options
including, but not limited to,
box, tack, straight, and zigzag
stitches to name a few. Sew-on
fabric screen printed labeling is
available as well.

The Fasnap® APM 3000 automatic fastener machine is
designed to provide speed, consistency, and durability
for large production runs of various sizes of metal snap
fasteners. The APM 3000 features a state-of-the-art
two-stage mechanical clutching system.

The Fasnap® automatic fastener machine is designed to provide speed,
consistency, and durability for large production runs of various sizes of
metal and plastic snap fasteners. This machine has an adjustable working
table with laser light for setting accuracy. Production capacity ranges from
1,875 to 2,500 sets per hour.
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SOUTHWEST

ISO 9001:2015

Fasnap’s pneumatic foot press machine
offers an economical and convenient means
of fastener attachment. The machine sets
snap fasteners, rivets and grommets up to
size #3. This machine is ideal for small to
mid-sized production orders.
Throat depth 4”.

Fasnap’s heavy-duty pneumatic
foot press machine offers an
economical and convenient
means of fastener attachment.
The machine sets snap fasteners,
rivets and grommets up to size
This machine is ideal for small to
mid-sized production orders.
Throat depth 6”.

Fasnap® owns several industrial
button covering machines. This
equipment can assemble a variety
of button sizes with several button
backs including wire-eye, nail,
pivot, prong, pivot tacks
and Duraback .

VISIT FASNAP.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION
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TM

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

PRODUCTION FACILITIES

PRODUCTION PACKAGING
Fasnap® has a wide range of packaging options available to
meet your needs. Everything from bag and box labeling to
barcoding and customized package quanities from a single
component to a complete assembly.

PRODUCTION CUT-TO-LENGTH
For applications requiring
pre-cut webbing, shock
cord, or hook and loop, save
time, labor and hassle by
having Fasnap’s automated
machinery do the job.
Our state-of-the-art cutting
equipment can handle all
your cutting needs, and is a
cost effective alternative to
manual cutting processes.
For information about these
value-added services or
other customer services we
offer, call a Fasnap® sales
representative today.
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SOUTHWEST

ISO 9001:2015

ULTRASONIC WELDING
Ultrasonic welding is used to secure two
materials together. The ultrasonic welding
process uses high-frequency waves instead
of heat or electricity. As two components are
secured under pressure, the ultrasonic welder
emits acoustic waves that travel through the
materials. This process causes the materials to
vibrate creating friction and heat that makes the
components melt. Upon completion, the two
separate parts form a single component as they
cool and harden. Ultrasonic welding does not
require soldering, fasteners, adhesives or other
binding materials, such as thread.
Ultrasonic welding hook and loop tape together
is a cost effective process that can substitute
for stitching. The ultrasonic welder creates a
bond that is stronger than that achieved by
sewing. Subsequently, sonic welded hook and
loop straps have the strength equivalent of one
solid piece of material, creating a reliable bond.

QUALITY CONTROL
Fasnap® Corp. is committed to quality,
becoming ISO9002/ QS9000 registered in 1998,
ISO 9001:2000 certified in 2005, ISO 9001:
2008 certified in 2011, and subsequently ISO
9001: 2015 certified in 2018. Fasnap® has
redefined performance standards for timely
delivery by maintaining superior inventory levels
and shipping 99 percent of orders on a sameday basis.
At Fasnap®, we are accountable for the delivery
of our Products and Services “Right the First
Time, On Time, Every Time”. We will satisfy
customers, comply with customers, statutory
and regulatory requirements and continually
improve our capabilities, processes and system.

VISIT FASNAP.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION
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574•264•1185
FAX

574•264•0802

407•816•9993
FAX

407•816•9933

SOUTHWEST
714•528•1826
FAX

714•528•2416

PROTECT the value of YOUR product
with the right FASTENERS by
obtaining everything your company
needs from fasnap.com
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